
7.1.9  Sensitization to the Constitutional obligation. 

Constitution day :- Constitution day is selected on 26
th
 November every year the program initiates with preamble 

reading on the constitution followed by lecture on the sensitization of student on responsibility towards the 

constitutional values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens. 

 Students are encouraged to participate in extempore and debate.  

 Constitution day celebration contributes to the spreading constitutional Values and ideals amongst students. 

 Voter Awareness Program (SVEEP) by rallying different Competitions like rangoli, essay and  NSS unit are 

actively  involved in conducting Several activities for inculcating Values for being responsible citizens as Blood 

donation camp free plantation cleanliness pakhwara drive in Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. 

 The institution sensitizer the students and the employees to the constitutional obligation about Values, right, 

dirtier and responsibilities and constantly works to nurture them as better etageres the country through various 

curricular and extracurricular activities. 

 The college curriculum of LLB department is framed with topes like constitution of India Fundamental rights 

and duelers also environment education includes topics human practical ethics value education constitutional 

obligations among the students. 

 The institute hosts the flag during National festivals and speech  principal/ faculty focus on the qualities of 

freedom fighters and emphasize the duties and responsibilities of citizens The college code values, code of conduct is 

prepared for students and staff and everyone  should obey. The conduct rules. The institutional encourages 

participation of students in sports and games, NSS at state, National level to strengthen nationwide bond and relation.  

 The institution taker pride of rising up successful readers among the students by conducting the students 

counsel election as directed by rural of government Higher Education department of Chhattisgarh. The elected 

representatives are given leadership training and delegate the responsibilities of organizing college program with the 

support of other student volunteers staff member’s participate in the national celebrations and take oaths for the  

nation. 

  

 

  



 

  



 


